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pro?le through use of a pro?le symbol key thereby to 
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INPUT DATA SIGN DETERMINING METHOD 

DESCRIPTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION > 

This invention relates to an input data sign determin 
ing method in an NC machining data creation method. 
More particularly, in a method of creating NC machin 
ing data by entering a tool travelling direction for each 
block of a part pro?le through use of pro?le symbol 
keys to specify the part pro?le, followed by entering 
dimensional values for each block of the part pro?le and 
using these data to create the NC machining data, the 
invention relates to an incremental quantity sign deter 
mining method through which the signs of incremental 
quantities can be determined when dimensions are spec 
i?ed in the form of incremental quantities along respec 
tive axes just as written on a drawing. 
Automatic programming systems for lathes have 

come into practical use and are used to create NC tapes 
from a design drawing through a simple operation by 
entering data in a conversational mode using a graphic 
display screen. With such an automatic programming 
system, a part pro?le (exclusive of dimensions) can be 
entered merely by pressing pro?le symbol keys, which 
are located on an operator’s panel, corresponding to a 
workpiece pro?le written on a design drawing. Further, 
according to the automatic programming system, refer 
ential information is graphically displayed on the screen 
from time to time and inquiries are made in ordinary 
language, so that dimensions and various data can be 
entered in response to the inquiries._When all data nec 
essary for creation of an NC tape have been entered, the 
system immediately displays the blank pro?le and the 
?nished pro?le, begins automatic calculation of NC 
command data and graphically displays a tool path to 
create an NC tape. A programming method performed 
by such an automatic programming system will now be 
described in detail. The method comprises the follow 
ing steps: 

( 1) drawing mode selection step; 
(2) blank pro?le and blank dimensions input step; 
(3) part pro?le and part pro?le dimensions input step; 
(4) machine reference point and turret position input 

step; 
(5) process selection step; 
(6) tool selection step; 
(7) machining area and cutting conditions designation 

step; and 
(8) tool path calculation step. 

The necessary data are entered successively to eventu 
ally create the NC tape. In the third step forentering 
part pro?le and dimensions, coordinate axes and the 
blank pro?le, as well as a part pro?le inquiry, are dis 
played on the screen, one responds to the inquiry, while 
observing ‘the design drawing, by pressing a pro?le 
symbol key on the keyboard in accordance with the 
pro?le on the design drawing, thus to enter the part 
pro?le (exclusive of dimensions). Following the entry 
of the part pro?le, the display screen makes an inquiry 
requesting the necessary dimensions, and dimensions 
taken from the design drawing are entered from the 
keyboard in response to the inquiry, thereby completing 
the entry of a part pro?le and dimensions. As an exam 
ple, if the part pro?le has the shape shown in FIG. 1, 
then, in entering the part pro?le, predetermined pro?le 
symbol keys (keys indicated by the symbols T , ,4 , —>, 
l , l , <-, \ , .3 , a), shown in FIG. 2 and provided on 
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2 
a 'keyboard 104, are pressed in accordance with the 
direction of the pro?le in each of blocks b1 through b3. 
Speci?cally, straight line elements L1, L3 and L5 in ?rst, 
third and ?fth blocks b1, b3 and b5 are directed horizon 
tally (Z axis) rightward, a straight line element L2 in a 
second block b; is directed downardly toward the right, 
straight line elements L2, L4, L6 and L3 in fourth, sixth 
and eighth blocks b4, b6 and b3 are directed vertically (X 
axis) downward, and a straight line element L7 in a 
seventh block b7 is directed horizontally leftward. 
Therefore, entry of the part pro?le will be completed if 
the symbolic keys are pressed in the order -->,\ , —>, i , 
-->, i , <-, l . It should be noted that the pro?le symbol 
keys become effective as numerical value input keys 
automatically in dependence upon the automatic pro 
gramming process steps, and it becomes possible to 
enter the letter of the alphabet shown at the lower right 
of the key tops when a shift key is pressed. Next, dimen 
sions in each of the blocks (b1-bg) are entered from the 
drawings in response to inquiries. Speci?cally, 
X: 100 

is entered in response to an inquiry regarding a starting 
point, 
2:80 

in response to an inquiry regarding the ?rst block, 
X: —20, Z=35 

in response to an inquiry regarding the second block, 
Z=35 

in response to an inquiry regarding the third block, 
X= — 30 

in response to an inquiry regarding the fourth block, 
2:60 

in response to an inquiry regarding the ?fth block, 
X: —25 

in response to an inquiry regarding the sixth block, 
Z = — 105 

in response to an inquiry regarding the seventh block, 
and 
X = —25 

in response to an inquiry regarding the eighth block, 
wherein a numerical value following the letter of the 
alphabet X indicates an incremental quantity along the 
X axis, and a numerical value following the letter of the 
alphabet Z indicates an incremental quantity along the 
Z axis. The operation for entering the part pro?le and 
dimensions in the above-described third step is com 
pleted by the foregoing procedure. 
When the incremental quantities of the respective 

blocks are entered in accordance with the above 
described conventional method of creating NC machin 
ing data, the input values along the respective axes are 
provided with a positive or negative (+ or —) sign 
depending upon the coordinate values of the tool desti 
nation in each block, thus to indicate the positional ‘ 
relation of the destination. However, the design draw 
ing on which the programming is based usually gives 
only the dimensional values of the pro?le, so that the 
programmer must himself calculate whether an input 
value is positive or negative when entering the incre 
mental quantities. This makes programming a trouble 
some operation and is a cause of programming errors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, an object‘ of the present invention is to 
provide an input data sign determining method through 
which dimensional values written on a design drawing 
can be entered as is without one being concerned with 
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coordinate systems and direction when entering incre 
mental quantities. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a method of determining the sign of input data in an NC 
machining data creation method, through which an 
entered dimensional value can be converted into a 
signed incremental quantity. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

an input data sign determining method through which a 
direction in each block of a part pro?le is entered using 
a pro?le symbol key and the sign of an entered incre» 
mental quantity is determined based on the direction. 

In a method of creating NC machining data by enter 
ing a direction for each block of a part pro?le through 
use of a pro?le symbol key thereby to specify the part 
pro?le, followed by entering a dimension for each block 
of the part pro?le and using these data to create the NC 
machining data, the present invention provides an input 
data sign determining method in which, when a part 
pro?le dimension in a predetermined block is speci?ed 
by incremental quantities along respective axes, the sign 
of an entered dimensional value is determined on the 
basis of the direction of the part pro?le in the block to 
convert the dimensional value into a signed incremental 
quantity. According to the present invention, dimen 
sional values can be entered just as they appear on a 
design drawing without one being concerned with the 
position of a tool destination when entering incremental 
quantities. As a result, programming is facilitated and 

1 program errors do not occur. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a view for- describing the entry of a part 
pro?le and the dimensional values thereof in the cre 
ation of NC machining data; - 
FIG. 2 is a view for describing pro?le symbol keys on 

a keyboard; 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 

present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart of processing according to the 

'present invention, and 
FIGS 5(A)—5(B) illustrate displays prompting entry 

of dimensions according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The present invention is directed to determining the 
sign of an incremental quantity by using part pro?le 
direction data in a block for which the incremental 
quantity is to be entered. The direction of a part pro?le 
in each block is stored in memory beforehand by using 
pro?le symbol keys. Speci?cally, (a) if a dimensional 
input value of a block for which the pro?le symbol key 
—> has been pressed is 2, then incremental quantities X,-, 
Zzalong the X and Z axes are recognized as being 0 and 
|z|, respectively (wherein lzl indicates the absolute 
value of z); (b) if a dimensional input value of a block for 
which the pro?le symbol key <- has been pressed is 2, 
then incremental quantities X,-, Z; along the X and Z 
axes are recognized as being 0 and — |z I , respectively; 
(c) if a dimensional input value of a block for which the 
pro?le symbol key 1 has been pressed is x, then incre 
mental quantities X,-, Z; along the X and Z axes are 
recognized as being |x| and 0, respectively; ((1) if a 
dimensional input value of a block for which the pro?le 
symbol key i has been pressed is x, then incremental 
quantities X,-, Z,-along the X and Z axes are recognized 
as being |xl and 0, respectively; (e) if dimensional input 
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4 
values of a block for which the pro?le symbol key/ 
has been pressed are x, 2, then incremental quantities X,-, 
Z,- along the X and Z axes are recognized as being |x| 
and |z|, respectively; (t) if dimensional input values of 
a block for which the pro?le symbol key\ has been 
pressed are x, 2, then incremental quantities Xi, Z; along 
the X and Z axes are recognized as being — |xl and |z | , 
respectively; (g) if dimensional input values of a block 
for which the pro?le symbol key \ has been pressed 
are x, 2, then incremental quantities X, Z; along the X 
and Z axes are recognized as being |x| and — [2], re 
spectively; and (h) if dimensional input values of a block 
for which the pro?le symbol key / has been pressed 
are x, 2, then incremental quantities X1, Zialong the X 
and Z axes are recognized as being -— |x| and — |z|, 
respectively. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 

present invention, FIG. 4 is a flowchart of processing, 
and FIGS. 5A(A)-(D) illustrates displays on a display 
unit prompting entry of dimensions of the part pro?le 
shown in FIG. 1. 

(1) When the operation for entering the format of the 
design drawing, the pro?le of the blank and the dimen 
sions is completed, a processor 101, which is under the 
control of a control program stored in a ROM 102, 
causes inquiries regarding a part pro?le to be displayed 
on the display screen of a display unit 103. 

(2) While observing the design drawing (e. g., FIG. 1), 
the operator responds to the inquiries by pressing the 
prescribed pro?le symbol keys (see FIG. 2) on a .key 
board 104 one block at a time in the clockwise direction 
in accordance with the pro?le. When the operator 
presses an input key NL (FIG. 2) after entering the 
pro?le of the eighth block, the part pro?le is stored in a 
storage area 1050 of a RAM 105. 

(3) When entry of a part pro?le is completed, the 
processor 101 causes the display screen to display the 
previously entered coordinate axes and blank pro?le 
(FIGS. 5(A)-(D), dashed line) which appear on the 
design drawing, the part pro?le in the formaof the pro 
?le symbols (—>, \ , -->, i , ->, , <—, l), and the in 
quiry reading “X=”, as illustrated in FIG. 5(A).' 

(4) In response to the inquiry, the operator enters the 
diameter “100” at the starting point of the straight line 
element L1 in the ?rst block b1, and subsequently 
presses the input key NL (see FIG. 2). When this is 
done, X=l00 is stored in a storage area 105b of the 
RAM 105, the line L1 is displayed-on the display screen 
and so is an inquiry “Z=” regarding an incremental 
quantity for the straight line element L1 in the ?rst block 
[see FIG. 5(B)]. 

(5) In response to the inquiry regarding the incremen 
tal quantity for the straight line element L1, a dimen 
sional value “80” is entered just as speci?ed on the 
drawing. This is followed by pressing the input key NL. 

(6) In response to the entry of the dimensional value, 
the processor 101 discriminates the direction of the part 
pro?le in the present block b1 by using the part pro?le 
data stored in the RAM 105. On the basis of the part 
pro?le‘direction obtained by the discrimination process, 
the dimensional value is signed and then converted into 
an incremental quantity as described above. Since the 
direction of the part pro?le in the ?rst block b1 is ->, the 
processor 101 converts 80, which is the absolute value 
of the entered dimensional value, into an incremental 
quantity Z,- along the Z axis, converts the incremental 
quantity Xi along the X axis into 0, and stores these in a 
storage area 105:: of the RAM 105. The incremental 
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quantity along the X axis is 0 and therefore need not be 
entered. 

(7) The processor 101 causes the display screen to 
display the straight line L; extending downardly toward 
the right from the end point of the line segment L1, 
erase the pro?le symbol —> of the ?rst block, and display 
an inquiry “X=, Z=” regarding incremental quantities 
for the second block b; [see FIG. 5(C)]. 

(8) In respons to the inquiry calling for the incremen 
tal quantities of the straight line element L2, the dimen~ 
sional values X=20, Z=35 are entered as prescribed on 
the drawing. 

(9) In response to the entry of the dimensional values, 
the processor 101 discriminates the direction of the part 
pro?le in the second block b2. Since the direction of the 
part pro?le in the second block is \ (downwardly 
toward the right), the processor 101 attaches a minus 
sign to the absolute value of the entered X-axis dimen 
sional value “20” to convert the value to --20, obtains 
the absolute value (=35) of the entered Z-axis dimen 
sional value “35”, and stores ~20, 35 in a storage area 
105d of the RAM 105 as X- and Z-axis incremental 
quantities X,-, Z,-. The display screen displays the line 
segments L1, L2, displays the straight line L3 extending 
horizontally from the end point of the line segment L2, 
erases the pro?le symbol \ of the second block, and 
displays the inquiry “2:” regarding the incremental 
quantity for the third block [see FIG. 5(D)]. 

Thereafter, if the dimensions for the third through 
eighth blocks are entered in similar fashion, the dimen 
sional values 0, 35; —30, 0; 0, 60; —25, 0; 0, — 105; —25, 
0 will be stored in respective storage areas of the RAM 
105 to end the processing for entry of the part pro?le 
dimensions. 

In FIG. 3, numeral 106 denotes an output unit for the 
created NC data, and numeral 107 designates an exter 
nal storage medium for storing NC data. 
The foregoing description relates to a case where a 

part pro?le is entered in its entirety using the pro?le 
symbol keys, followed by entering dimensions one 
block at a time. However, the present invention is not 
limited to such case, for an arrangement is permissible 
wherein dimensions are entered each time one block of 
a part pro?le is entered. 
According to the present invention as described 

above, dimensional values of a part pro?le can be con 
verted into signed incremental quantities (or in other 
words, the signs of the incremental quantities can be 
determined) even if the dimensional values are entered 
just as written on a drawing. This enables programming 
to be carried out with ease and makes it possible to 
eliminate dimension input errors. Accordingly, the 
present invention is well-suited for application to an NC 
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tape automatic creation apparatus in which a part pro 
?le is speci?ed by incremental quantities. 
We claim: 
1. In a method of creating NC machining data by 

entering a direction for each block of a part pro?le 
through use of a pro?le symbol key selected from the 
set of T ,/', -+,\ , l , A <—,\_, thereby to specify said 
part pro?le, followed by entering a dimension for each 
block of said part pro?le and using these entered data to 
create the NC machining data, an input data sign deter 
mining method having steps of: 

(a) entering, in the form of an incremental quantity 
along each axis, a part pro?le dimension in a prede 
termined block; 

(b) determining the sign of an entered incremental 
quantity on the basis of the direction of the part 
pro?le in said block by: 
determining the sign of an entered horizontal-axis 

incremental quantity as being plus if the part 
pro?le is directed rightward along a horizontal 
axis, - 

determining the sign of an entered-horizontal-axis 
incremental quantity as being minus if the part 
pro?le is directed leftward along a horizontal 
axis, 

determining the sign of an entered vertical axis 
incremental quantity as being plus if the part 
pro?le is directed upwardly along a vertical axis, 
and 

determining the sign of an entered vertical axis 
incremental quantity as being minus if the part 
pro?le is directed downwardly along the verti 
cal axis; 

determining the signs of entered vertical- and hori 
zontal-axis incremental quantities as being plus if 
the part pro?le is directed upwardly toward the 
right, 

determining the signs of entered vertical- and hori 
zontal-axis incremental quantities as being minus 
and plus respectively, if the part pro?le is down 
wardly toward the right, 

determining the signs of entered vertical- and hori 
zontal-axis incremental quantities as being plus 
and minus, respectively, if the part pro?le is 
directly upwardly toward the left, 

determining the signs of entered vertical- and hori 
zontal-axis incremental quantities as being plus if 
the part pro?le is directed downwardly toward 
the left; and 

(c) converting the incremental quantity into a signed 
quantity. 

‘ * * * IF 
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